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Forward
In the Spring of 1993 Issues inAssessment; Putt inu Theory into Practice was
published with several purposes in mind, The first was to document the assessment

efforts as they impacted upon teaching and learning at Finger Lakes Community

College (FLCC). The second reason was to present, in this firsi issue, the
philosophical basis for the assessment effort and identify the historical background

and future directions on our campus. In addition, Issues in Assessment_ Punt
Theory into Prtet ice served as a means of communication for the dissemination
of information on the assessment efforts to our colleagues at FLCC and at other
institutions.
This year, Issues in Assessment; Classroom Implementation takes the next
step and seeks to descrihe an initiative supported by the College to use classmom
assessment activities in different academic areas and to present an overview of
some of the assessment efforts (hat have occurred in the classmom. This issue is
somewhat different in content and tone. The authors discuss their approach to
classroom assessment techniques (CATS) and their reactions. A common thread

in all of the articles is the authors' hesitancy about jumping onto another
"educational bandwagon.- Initially, all are a little suspicious of Ile CAT. but all
have come away from the project feeling that they have learned more about
themselves. their teaching and their students.
The article by Len Mal inowski offers an overview of the project which was
conducted during the 1992-93 academic year. The contributors, Bob Morris.
Barbara Murphy, Kathy Del Cour, Marty Dodge. and Sam Samanta, share their
experiences with CATs. The authors offer their ideas and advice for implementing

CATs; they also very honestly reflect upon how involvement with CATs has
impacted upon their approach to teaching and learning. This issue also offers a list
of suggested readings and additional resources may be found in the Cross and

Angelo tuxiks.
he authors represent a cross-section of the academic areas at the College and

a recurrent theme in each article is the need for us, as an educational community,
to maintain open discussion and to share teaching practices and strategics. This
theme should offer us all a focus for renewal of our profession and encourage us
to reserve the time to discuss with our colleagues. on a regular basis, what we arc

genuinely all about - teaching and learning.

Patricia A. Malinowsk I. Editor
Associate Professor, Developmental Studies
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Dear Colleague.

Over the past decade, issues involving assessment have dominated higher
education. The emphasis on assessment has generally taken two forms:
I) a concern about outcomes of those who benefit from their educational
experience at the collegiate level: and
2) initiatives designed to improve classroom instruction and indeed the entire
educational experience brought to students.

Finger Lakes Community College continues to explore ways that both forms
of assessment can be incorporated into our institutional practices. On the one hand,

we continue to be concerned about appropriate measures to identify what it is
precisely that students learn while they are here and attempt to document their
learning experiences. Outcomes assessment has become a focus for accrediting
efforts throughout the country. It has become a focus of state agencies. and indeed
the public has indicated a strong interest in measures which help document what
it is that a student has learned at the collegiate level. Naturally, over the next two
to three years, FLCC will be exploring appropriate measures that can be widely

used throughout our academic programs in order to document a student's
educational experience.
Equally important, however, is the concern about how classroom instruction
can he improved. Classroom assessment techniques. pioneered by such research-

ers mid scholars as K. Patricia Cross. have generally been among the most
successful methods used by classroom teachers in order to improve the quality of
their instruction. Continuous improvement in the classroom not only demands
commitment from instructors who bring educational experiences to students: it
also requires the use of classroom feedback and assessment techniques which help
teachers identify methods most likely to produce better student learning.

The series of essays contained within this monograph typify many of the
efforts of the Faculty and Administration at Finger Lakes Community College to
incorporate assessment throughout our curriculum. As an institution, we are
committed to continuous improvement in all realms: one of these realms includes
the educational experiences that we bring to students. I commend the efforts of
our Faculty and Administration in their commitment to institutional assessment
and particularly to the efforts of the Assessment Committee at FLCC. Hopefully.
the product of these efforts ultimately will be a continually improving educational
product that is provided to the diverse student population of FLCC.

Daniel T. Hayes, Ph.D.
President, Finger Lakes Community College
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ENHANCING EFFECTIVE TEACHING IN MULTIPLE

DISCIPLINES: AN OVERVIEW OF A COLLEGE-WIDE
CLASSROOM RESEARCH PROJECT
Leonard T. Malinowski

In the Spring of I 992.1 met with the Dean of Educational Services, Dr. James

OM/. and the Director of Instruction and Curriculum. Dr. Marylou Boynton. to
outline a project intended to improve the classroom instruction at Finger Lakes
Community College (FLOC). The "classroom research project." involved leaching faculty in a formal study of issues of leaching and learning and was based on
the book by Cross and Ant:4(09810. Classroom Assessment Techniques: A
Handbook for Faeultv. Cross and Angelo use the phrase classroom research to
describe their work on incorporating classroom assessment techniques into college

teaching and learning.
The major emphasis of (he project was to encourage faculty to use classroom
assessment techniques. A classroom assessment technique was defined for this
project as "any nielluul which could lie used by an instructor to obtain feedback
from students conceining the el fectiveness of recent instruction:* It included the

evaluation of this feedback and immediate implementation of a plan to enhance
the el feet iveness of the instruction.
The activities of the project were to assist the participants in:
I. implementing classroom assessment techniques (CAT:0 in one seen

one course in the Fall semester of 1992.

of

The participants would become

experienced in using classroom assessment tech niquesand in the future they would

serve as mentors for other faculty members not involved in the project.
2. Writing a case study of their experiences based on:

a. A pre-selected theme
b. Using case study techniques
3. Developing a model and examing the evidence of change in instruction
resulting from research in classroom assessment techniques. This change could
be observed by the participants in:

a. their teaching
b. types of student learning activities
c. student outcomes
d. student retention
Other research considerations were to connect (his project with the results of
other assessment activities at HAI' and at other colleges nationally.

ENHANCING EFFECTIVE TEACHING IN MITTIPLE DISTIPLINPS

THE ORIGINAL PLAN FOR THE CLASSROOM RESEARCH PROJEtt
In brief, the plan incorporated involved four phases. The first phase called for

the faculty members in the study to become acquainted with what classroom
assessment techniques are through a series of readings and meetings. The second
phascrequired the faculty members to use classroom assessment techniques during

the Fall semester of 1992 and keep a log of their actions and comments. The third
phase requested that the faculty members disseminate the results of their use of

classroom assessment techniques at professional meetings held at the college
during the Spring semester of 1993 and act as resource people for other members

of the faculty not involved with the project. The final phase involved the
publishing of outcomes of the project as perceived by the faculty member
participants and myself as the coordinator of the project. Each faculty member
would opt to continue the project at the beginning of each of the phases. The
Administration of the College demonstrated its support of this project by compensating the participants and providing for the project stall.

i'huse I
The kw us of the project was the improvement olclassroom utst uct ion rather
than the evaluation of the instructor for purixises of promotion. merit or continuing

appointment. the project design called fur eight faculty members to participate.
One faculty member was chosen from each department of the college other than
the Nursing Depatiment. The feeling was that the Nursing Department was wellschooled m el lectively using classroom assessment techniques. College faculty
members who Mile menthe Fs of the project are subsequently referred to as tie
participants ()I the project. Marylou Boynton and t functioned as the project staff.

GOALS OrtlIE CLASSROOM RESEARCH PROJECT
I)

develop rod support a group or faculty experienced in the use

r

classroom assessment techniques (CATO such as found in the text by Cross and

Angelo.
21 To develop a core of cases that permit a critique or the impact ('Al's have
indifferent classes. using different teaching styles. from different disciplines, and
with different student populationsibiscore of eases serves as a basis fora college-

wide discussion of C'A'T.
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3) To obtain observations and measures from the cases that permit inferences or
generalizationsabout the impact of CATs on the educational experience at FLCC.

These should permit a connection between CATs and institutional effectiveness.

During April of 1992. eight faculty members were identified as possible
participants for the project. They were informed that the project would he a
qualitative study rather than quantitative. They were told that the research
questions to be explored were:

I) Does the regular use of CATs prompt teaching adjustments that lead to
improved student learning?
2) Does the regular use of CATs cause students to be more responsible for their

learning?

3) Does the regular use of CATs permit instructors to respond better to their
students learning needs in the classroom?

4) Does the regular use of C Al's cause greater student retention in classes?

On May 27, 1991 a workshop was held for the possible participants. They
viewed a tentative list of participants' responsibilities. The list of responsibilities
was revised by the participants thus encouraging involvement in the team from the
initial stages. The final list of participant responsibilities for the project follows:

Participants in this project will teach one section of their course load using
classroom assessment techniques that they choose.

At least eight times classroom assessment techniques will he used by each
participant during the Pall I 992 semester. A specific technique cart be used more
than once during the semester. This is encouraged where a technique needs time

to be developed by the students and instructor.

Each participant will keep a log of his/her perceptions concerning every time a
CAT is used.

Participants will have access to project stall to help design. Implement, and
evaluate the CATs used.

6
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Participants will have access to project staff to discuss possible improvements
after identification of an instructional concern.

Participants will he encouraged to visit the classrooms of other participants to
view the class and CAT process. Visitations by project staff were also possibilities.
There will he five meetings of the project members during the rail 1992 semester
to exchange insights, concerns, and reactions. The purposes of these meetings arc
two-fold. One purpose is to serve as interim status report limes for the participants.

The second purpose is to allow participants to learn from the experiences of their
peers. In some cases, participants may alter the plan of a ('Al' based upon the

comments of their peers. One of these meetings will he prior to the first day of
classes for the Fall semester.

Ira faculty member agreed to be a participant in the first phase of the project.
then their responsibilities included: reading C/owi
ftehniques- A
Handbook For Family by Cross and Angelo 11988) by the end of June 1992,
researching the specific CATs that would be implemented in the Fall 1992 and
implementing those CATs during that semester.
During July and August. the participants chose the CATS that would he used
in the Fall semester. Participants were given a list of questions to assist them in
determining which course section and what CATs to use. This list was noted as
not being alt inclusive.

Which specific section of a course will be administered the CATs?
What specific CATs will he used during the course and why?
What is the tentative sequence of the CATs?

What type of actions may be logical reactions to the results of the ('Al's?
What is the SpeCIIIC goal of using each CAT!

What Is the goal for using this collection 01 FA Is'

Although all participants could quickly name ie. 0 ul Mice CAts that they
would use during the semi:Merit wasdill Mull lot most 01 them to devise a semester

long plan:three mut icipatits devised detailed semester long plans. the remaining

participants named specific t'Atii they would use, but were unable to dictate the
7
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sequence in which they would be attempted. The project staff served as facilitators
for individuals who wished assistance in their planning or implementation of the

project.
Participants had access to written materials on CATs based on the current
holdings of the college library. The WA, Improving CollegeTenching by Weimer

(1994 was purchased for each participant and became required reading. Other
materials were acquired by the college library based on the individual requests.
The progress of the participants was monitored. Seven of the eight participants had a well-defined plan to use the required number of CATs during the Fall
semester by September 6. 1992. The participant who was having difficulty
received additional assistance from the project staff and eventually did complete
this phase of the project.

PtiAsE 2
Collectively, the participants did attempt over 64 CATs during the Fall
semester of 1992. I lowe ver, not all participants accomplished at least eight CATs
with one section of a course. The ma x m unmanlier of CA Ts attempted in a course

by a participant was 11 and the minimum was live.
The meetings during the Fall semester of 1992 were more productive than
initially expected. 'the purpose of these meetings was for partieipants to learn from

the experiences of one another. This did indeed happen.
However. other unexpected exchanges occurred at these meetings. For
example. a participant reported about administering a CAT and suggested how to

improve the CAT if used another time. As other participants questioned the
reporter :antra either details or impressions gleaned from the CAT, discussions
ensued about cross disciplinary academic issues. These scholarly discussions of
cross disciplinary aspects of how to improve college teaching had never had a
forum to spontaneously be addressed at the College.
An example of this took place when one of the instructors, who was not a

member of the English area of the Humanities Department spoke about using a

written autobiography of students as a background knowledge probe. The
instructor determined that thi s C AT could be used as a diagnostic tool to deteon ire
the ability of the student to communicate in writing. If the instructor believed that

the student had difficulty in composing written communications, then the student
was strongly recommended to seek help from the College's Academic Support

Center when faced with writing assignments.
The instructor questioned whether this method ol grading the student's ability
to communicate in writing Misconsislein with that of membeisol the timidly who
taught English. This lead to a discussion 01 the standards used by panic Ipallts Ira

10
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evaluate written assignments for correct usage of the English language. Surprisingly, most participants voiced the same standards regardless of the discipline.
One major observation was that two-year college students' participation in

CATs was extremely low if the activities were unguided. This lack of data to
analyze left the instructors unable to properly identify and respond to the needs of
the class. Every instructor began to associate a grade to CATs to assure the

maximum number of responses from the class.
Participants kept a log, but its form was not specified. It was determined that

the logs needed to contain some common response variables to facilitate the
assessment of the classnxim research project outcomes. Two participants adopted
a diary format. The other participants adopted a form proposed by the project staff.
but, in most cases, added other variables to it. An example of an enhanced version

of the form by Robert Morris which received praise from the other participants is

illustrated below.
Date:

Number in attendance:
Teaching goals:
Agenda:

CAT used:

Reasons for using ('AT:
Anticipated results:
Results:

Teaching response to CAT:
Comments:

Teacher satislaction rating lot thisCAT: (Likert scale with I = low and 10= high.)

At the end of this phase. the project participants felt as if they had piloted or
gained an exposure to CA'I's activities in their course. Must participants declared

that in hindsight they would have modified sonic aspect of all of the CATs
implemented. All participants slated that the Initial number of eight CAI's In one
semester was too ambitious. Participants also felt the monthly meetings by the
target:1 members were of great value and allowed for discussion in an extremely
1.

191
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collegial atmosphere 1.: college-wide issues that were related to CAT's. They
expressed a desire for these meetings to continue during the next semester even

though this was not part of the classroom research project design.
These comments were taken under serious consideration by the project staff
and a revision was made to the third phase of the project. The phase was expanded

to allow participants to repeat the second phase of the project withonly five CATs.
Participants were encouraged to incorporate modification of the CATs based on
the experience gained in the project's second phase.

Phase 3
One participant opted to leave the project because of commitments lin- the

As the participants had pined valuable experience and
confidence in working with CA'1's during the fall semester. the remaining
Spring semester.

participants for the third phase required very little support from the project staff
in devising a plan to incorporate CATs into their leaching.
The dis .eminalion of the results of the Fall semester C'ATs activity began with
a session held for the entire faculty and staff m January of 1993 prior to the start
of the Spring semester. The two-hour session included a review of the definition
of CATs and a report by members of the project as to the effectiveness Of the CATS

used during the project. Participants ol the classoxim research project described
naxlifications that they made to improve the el fectiveness of the CATs that they
used more than once during a semester. 'the last pail ol the session was reserved
for questions and answers. 'the question and answer portion of the session provided
a lively exchange of ideas. Many or the attendees were interested in attempting
CAT's or bad tried a CATs activity without success. Many questions were requests
concerning how to start to use CAI's in one's leaching or how It, modify a specific
analysis. Obviously. faculty members
CATslienVily that fails ti !online data

had been tinkering with (7Ts activities pool to the research project, but In maky
cases with lack of success.
kJ a result, participants were ohm requested to give a Nest:Mallon as part of
nn twademic department meeting. One on one cow. el radio ts took place between

participants and Individual faculty ineinbel S. The int:tiny Interest level hi the
project and In the experiences in the pauleipanis has been high, the AdmInIsna
flan is delighted with the results to the extent that knowledge of CATs activities

may soon he Incorporated into the adjunct toothy training resents.
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ENHANCING EFFECTIVE TEACHING IN MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES

Further evidence of the success of the project was the animated interactive
discussions by participants in monthly meetings. Participants described the
successes and failures with individual CATs. They were honest in stating their
opinions of which CATS worked, which needed revisions, and which did not work.
In the case of CATs which they believed would work with revision, they offered
recommendations to their colleagues who had planned to use the same CATs later

in the semester.
The most significant evidence was in the form of teachers using the CATs data

to improve their instruction.

Robert Morris, a member or the Humanities

Department faculty stated it as follows.
I found the main benefit of using CATs to be the increased participation
and interaction that they encouraged....The CATs provide an excellent
vehicle for assessment prior to a graded assessment such as quizzes and
tests, thus allowing both students and instructors to address weaknesses
before the fact rather than after.

Although CATs are designed for the purpose of formative evaluation, they
could also be used in a summative manner. Revisions of CATs to obtain the desired
data did not always occur in one semester, In other cases, if the CAT occurred at

the end of the semester, there was not time to rectify instruction during that
semester. Barbara Murphy, a member of the Developmental Studies Department.

described this situation in detail using the CATs labeled us "Process SelfAnalysis."

Last semester I asked the students to hand in this CAT to describe their
process for preparing their speeches. and I only received one of them!
Also, a number of their speeches were not clear. This time I created a
worksheet as a model for putting together a speech. Their use of this
model in their actual speech was optional. Response to this was very
favorable, Many used it as a guideline in their speeches, and the speeches
were more organized this semester. I think the guideline may have
contributed, So,doing a CAT really helped me to improve my instruction
here.

All the participants made comments similar to those previously stated. The

improvement of instruction had taken place based upon feedback front the
students. Adjustments were made to Instruction without jeopardizing the academic standards for the course,

14
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In essence. CATs monitor the effectiveness of the communication between
the instructor and the students. Once the effectiveness of the communication has
been detcrmined, the conscientious instructor, when necessary, can alter the
instruction to address weaknesses in the prior communication. Instead of teaching
and learning being viewed as disjoint processes, they are viewed as overlapping
processes by the teacher and the students. The recognition of this perspective leads
to greater cooperation between the instructor and the students to achieve the goals

of the course. Without a doubt, this creates a better learning environment for the
student.

Leonard' Malinoski is a Professor of Mathenunies and began teaching at
.

Finger Lakes Community College in 1981.
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REINVIGORATING OUR CLASSROOMS:

POSITIVE RESULTS OF USING CLASSROOM
ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
Bob Morris

GROWING To LIKE CATs
I had a bad concept of the CAT before I went to Thomas Angelo's workshop

during our professional days in January of 1992--hair-spreading, furnitureclaw ing, and generally difficult. My wife and arc DOG people, and we just barely
tolerate cats. To say that I went into the workshop with no background knowledge
would be an understatement; I went in confused and slightly claw-minded. I left

that workshop more enlightened, a tad embarrassed by my ignorance, and
motivated to do research. What I had begun to learn was intriguing, but I was not
a convert. When I was approached in the Summerof 1992 about being a participant
in a project to study the use of the Classroom Assessment Techniques (CATS)
across eight disciplines at FLCC. I did not immediately agree. I had only tried a

couple of the CATs that Dr. Angelo had presented. and I had not been overly
successful. The CAT Project ambitiously required participants to use CATs eight
times in one semester: however,1 reluctantly agreed and accepted a copy of Cross
and Angelo's first book on CATs.

Like any good book, as I read I had to pause often to think. Many of the
techniques seemed inapplicable to my classroom. 1 had to adapt and discard
techniques freely to come up with the required eight classroom applications of
CATs for the project. Again, sonic of the CATs flopped when I tried to convert
Cross and Angelo's "theory" into my practice, but like most change, I survived the
painful moments and grew. I soon realized that I was changing the CATs less than

they were changing me and my classroom, I was going to the library and the
Teaching Center to get more books and articles. I was getting together with the
eight colleagues in the project and really discussing practical ways to improve
teaching and learning. Most importantly. as the year progressed, the dynamics or
my classroom were changing: my classroom was being reinvigorated by the Ir new
ideas and my new energy and enthusiasm. In fact there were many positive results
of using CATs in my classrmin that I want to share, results that I unabashedly hope
will convince many of you who are apprehensive, as I was, to try CATs.

'1 13
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Gri'riNu To KNow CATS: INDIREct BENEEIM
When I finished graduate school, 1 felt as if a great burden had been lifted from

me, and although I certainly did not think I knew all there was to know, I thought
I knew enough tole effective. When I had need for specific information or when
! ran into trouble, I would slink to the library to do the "required" research. I even
went to the various workshops hoping to get new ideas, but I did not exactly seek
out new ideas and techniques on a regular basis and certainly did not go sniffing
around the stacks looking for hefty tomes contai ing the latest research in my field.
I guess 1 felt that I had done my time in grad school. and 1 would just worry about
implementing what I had learned there. It did not take long to get stale. After two
years, my pml of ideas was dry, and there were plenty of areas in my teaching
needing improvemc id. The idea of classroom research intrigued me; the concept
had quick benefits written all over it. Classroom research was the catalyst for me
to seek out new ideas and to test them with a certain safety - -the safety of knowing
that I was only trying other people's ideas, releasing me front the guilt of any
possible failure. I was testing their theory, and if it did not work, I had no personal
emotional tic to the idea. If it worked, then my students would learn more, which
is the best reward for trying new ideas. With my increasing need for new ideas and
this element of safety. I was finally over my burnout on research, and I plunged
ahead. tread Cross and Angelo's first book on CATs and Weimer'sexcellent book
Improving College Teaching as part of the project, but new knowledge begot new
desire, so I scanned their excellent bibliographies for articles and read a dozen or
so. I even scanned our library's collection of books on teaching writing and read
or reread a few of the classics in my field. This reading became contagious, as it
was when I was a student. The new ideas reinvigorated me and led me past others'

techniques to creating new ones of my own.
Of course. new ideas increase in value through use and sharing. Every month
the eight faculty members in the CAT project gathered for a roundtable discussion
of what we had tried and what we had learned. I found these discussions to be just
as provocative and motivational as the library and classroom research were. Not
only did I hear new ideas, I net my colleagues on a new level and got the support
I I the
Li same issues that I find in my own classroom.
of hearing others wrestling w.ta
We often teach in a vacuum, which is unfortunate and unhealthy. These sharing
sessions even prompted me to visit the Classrmuns of two other instructors. visits
that were exciting. 'Ibis desire to connect with other teachers culminated in my
team teaching an interdepartmental pair of courses (English 101 and Psychology

I(X)) In the Pall 1993 term
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These benefi is of doing classroom research with CATs -- first, being motivated
to find and to try new ideas, and second, sharing more openly with colleagues- -may

seem indirect and achievable with other means. They arc. It seems, however, that

it would be difficult if not impossible to assess our own classrooms without some

knowledge of what is happening at other institutions and, perhaps more importantly, what is happening down the hall. It is too easy to tell ourselves that
everything in our classrooms is going along fine. If we don't know what is possible.
it would seem impossible to attain a much higher level of achievement. We give
our students models all the time, but how often do we seek various models of
successful teaching for ourselves to emulate? In essence, Cross and Angelo invite
us to examine our classrooms and offer us fifty old and new techniques to assess
the success of what is happening in those classrooms.
Basically, Classroom Assessment Techniques are methodsofjudging quickly

how effectively we arc teaching and how effectively our students are learning.
Sometimes the techniques pat me and my students on our hacks for jobs well done,

and sometimes the results slap me in the face and motivate me to try new teaching
techniques. I truly believe that the vast majority of our students want to learn and

work hard to do so. If the assessment reveals a lack of learning, it usually reveals
the need to teach in a different way. Shifting the blame for their lack of learning
back partially to me has not been pleasant, but when I have changed teaching
techniques in response loth° classroom assessment, I have witnessed the increase
in learning in papers. class discussions, tests, and evaluations. Increased learning

is worth discomfort on my part.

USING

CATs PRACTICALLY AND PROFITABLY: DIRECT BENEFITS

Now on a very practical level, here is some advice gained through experience.
While it would be best to start small, I found using CATs to he both practical and
profitable in all my classes. Overall, I have used variants of many of Cross and

Angelo's fifty CATs: directed paraphrasings, mini-evaluations. one-sentence
summaries. focused listings, background knowledge probes, misconception/
preconception checks, one-minute papers, muddiest points, research paper prospectuses. process self-analyses, and others.

I recommend using CATs more than once whenever appropriate. I repeated
one of the CATs In the saute class when I used directed paraphrasing (Cross and
Angelo's Technique 23 - -all references are to the second edition) five times. I

found that the students became more comfortable with this repeated CAT. The
directed paraphrases improved each time. In this assessment technique, the
student Is asked to explain and give examples (in writing) of a concept to a friend

1)3
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who is having difficulty. I liked the directed paraphrases for the reinforcement of
each concept that they provided and for the writing practice. Writing clearly helps
them internalize the concept. The directed paraphrase was the most useful CAT

from the students' perspective, according to their evaluation comments. Explaining and then providing examples of the concept helped them learn and apply the
new concept. Evaluating these was a good chance for me to assess and to address,
through my written comments, each student's strengths and weaknesses. Here is
a sample assignment for a directed paraphrase:

Directions: A friend in another section of English 102 is having
trouble understanding the terms magedy and comedy as they apply to
serious drama. Using your textbook and notes, write a brief letter in

the space below explaining both terms for your friend. Remember to
use your own words and to name for your friend an example of each
type of drama to illustrate your explanation.
Another group of CATs that I strongly recommend is the mini-evaluations
(Cross and Angelo's Techniques 41-50). These techniques ask for immediate
feedback on teaching, testing, and assignments. While I did get some good
suggestions from the students, the value of these CATs is that they establish a
different relationship between the instructor and the students. Because the students

get to evaluate and suggest changes in the course while they are still there, they
have a different attitude toward the course and toward the instructor. I had many
problems before using these techniques that I did not have afterwards. I think many

problems are avoided when the students feel "empowered" to speak out. These
techniques provided the best feedback I have ever received from students.
A simple technique to improve the reading of the assignments and class
participation is one-word summaries (variant of Technique 13 "One-sentence
Summaries"). Early in my literature classes, each student is asked to pick one word
that she or he believes summarizes each of the assigned short stories. In class, each

student iscalled upon to defend her or his choice orally. We then switch to picking
a key passage when we reach a higher understanding of short fiction. This simple

technique seems to increase participation in class discussion and to stimulate
critical thinking and reading on their part, and it allows me to gauge the quality and

quantity of their reading. It has really proven to be a very easy way to encourage
active participation in class and solid preparation for class. It requires no effort
on the instructor's part other than the assignment of the summaries and the leading

of the discussion in class. Although more difficult, finding passages encourages
a more critical reading and focuses the classroom discussion more clearly. This
assignment was ungraded. As they became Interested In and comfortable with the

REINVIGORATING OUR CLASSROOMS

idea of discussing literature, I found that I did not need a gimmick to have good

discussions, and as we got into more complex works, I shied away from the
summaries because the technique can foster simplistic analysis if the students do

not grow beyond simple summaries.
More easy techniques to get discussions started are the focused listing, the
background knowledge probe, and the misconception/preconception check (Cross
and Angelo's Techniques 1-3). The unit on poetry is a really hard-sell to some

of the more "practical" students. To start the unit, I ask the students to list all the
words that the term poetry brings to mind (focused listing); then I have them write
their own definition of the term before we discuss it (background knowledge
probe); then we discuss the words and definitions (which ends up serving as a
misconception/preconception check). These techniques usually ease them intothe
poetry unit and create a better climate fora good discussion. Most importantly, they

also stimulate critical thinking.
More in the spirit of Cross and Angelo, the minute paper and the tnuddiest
point (Techniques 6 and 71 provide excellent quick feedback on the success of a

lecture or an activity. The students get a few minutes at the end of class to
summarize what they learned in the lesson or to pinpoint the purpose of the lesson
(variants of the minute paper) or they are asked what the muddiest (most unclear)
point of the lesson is in their minds. These can be mid quickly right before the next
class: then clearing up the muddy points provides a good summary of the last class

period and a smooth bridge into the new class period. Using similar techniques
at a point in mid-class is a variant of the punctuated lecture (Technique 3K).
For those who use term papers and projects, I would highly recommend the
paper or project prospectus (Technique 27). I have my students fill out a prospectus
similar to the sample in Cross and Angelo and then require them to schedule a one used

on -one conference to present the plan to me for approval. This technique is
as the first of several stages in the research project. The benefits are I hal they have
to think carefully about the project early in the process and that they gel slatted

researching early while there is still time to change topics or to order information
from remote sources.
Another step In my research assignments is a process self-analysis (Technique

39, see appendix). The students are given a long handout with the steps in the
research process clearly outlined. Each step has a blank for them to enter the
amount of time he or she spent completing that step and space lot the student to
address continents or quest ions to me about difficulties encountered (ant) perhaps
conquered) in that step. This technique is excellent because It allows me to give

my students a guided tour through the research and writing processes from a
distance. I have also been able tostudy how they approach a research task and make
viy assignments and Instructions much clearer and stronger. The end of the process
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analysis asks them to give the strengths and weaknesses of their final draft, to
explain what they would do differently on their next research project, and to direct
me to specific things they want me to comment upon in my evaluation of the paper,
This page allows me to gauge their ability to judge their own process and product

as researchers, critics, and writers: and it gives them practice in self-critique,
which I have come to believe is one of the skills most lacking in our students and
one of the most necessary skills for success. In fact, I think this process selfanalysis is one of the very best CATs. I am using it with my English 101 and 102
on essays and research papers. If critical thinking and learning correct processes
are keys to good education. then this CAT is a cruciatmol forteaching and learning.

It certainly helps me respond to their concerns and gives me much more
ammunition to attack their mistakes at the root. It also encourages a dialogue with

me. in addition to strengthening their self-evaluative skills.
DISAGREEINU WITH CROSS AND ANUELO
I should note that I made substantial modifications to the CATs, as Cross and

Angelo suggest instructors do. Cross and Angelo intend the techniques be
relatively quick and easy methods to assess the overall level of learning in the

classroom; therefore, the CATs are not signed, not graded, and quick. I
consistently violated these three principles: I had the students sign almost
everything they did because I believe in accountability: I graded many of the CATs
(sec scale and explanation below); and I expanded some of the CATs to the point
that they were not "quick and dirty" and could not be completed in class, requiring
substantial work on my part. Personally, I think students want feedback on their
work and that these modifications were necessary for my students, but I understand

Cross and Angelo's theory that quick assessment techniques provide a relatively
painless way to assess learning and to provide direction to improve teaching. Of
course, some CATs should not be modified because they should he ungraded and

perhaps anonymous (e.g., muddiest point and the mini-evaluations), but here is
how I explain the grading system on my syllabus:
Some of the activities done in class or as homework will be graded. Such an

ucthlly is labeled us a "Special Assignment" on the course outline. Special
assignments will be graded as follows:
0 = assignment not completed

4 = gout

I = poor
2 = fair
3 s largely satisfactory

5 = very good.

2
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There were 10 special assignments comprising 10% of the final grade fur the course

(a homework/participation grade) in my 1992-93 sections of English 102.

SUMMARIZING THE BENEFITS OE USINGCATs
I will continue to use all of these techniques after the project. but with further
modifications as needed. I found the main benefit of using CATs to he the
increased participation and interaction that they encouraged. The assessment

value, while significant, usually only confirmed what I expected. The CATs
provide an excellent vehicle for assessment prior to graded assessment tools such

as quizzes and tests, thus allowing both students and instructors to address
weaknesses before the fact rather than after. Other benefits included giving
students additional practice in writing, e mourn& lig them to self-evaluate, , creating

opportunities for them to explain concepts to peers (all excellent way to learn).
reinforcing concepts right after class to increase mastery. reviewing material for
testing and mastery, teaching and reinforcing the processes, getting good diagnos-

tic feedback, getting excellent feedback to improve my course and my teaching,
and improving critical reading and thinking. I cannot say from one year's use
whether or not retention was increased. but I understand from my readings that
students need early, concrete feedback, which my method of using the CATs does
provide.
As I noted above, preparing for this project motivated me lo read several lx)oks

and numerous articles on teaching and learning, the project got colleagues together
to discuss teaching and learning in a very practical and profitable mannet,nnd these

techniques changed the dynamics of my classroom very positively. I think the
long-term (vile f it is that I will continue to do classroom research for my own use
and to make evolutionary changes in my courses in response to what I learn.

rj
9
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APPENDIX

A SAMPLE P ROCK% Sta.1:-A NALYSLS WORKNIIEla

Name
Date

Self-Analysis of Research Process for Paper 1
As you complete each step of the writing process, record the approximate
amount of time you spent completing each step. If you skip a step, simply enter
Pone in the time column. This is not a quiz. There are no right or wrong answers.
Please be honest and complete.
Under each step. make note of any problems or questions or comments you

had in completing that step. No problem is trivial if it frustrated you in
completing this process. Knowing what problems or questions or comments you
had will help me understand your critical essay better and will help me better assist
students in the future. Also we can work together to solve the problems and to
answer the questions so that you can both speed up the process and improve your
other papers.

Please follow the instructions on the paper assignment sheet carefully.

TIME. SPENT

STEPS

I. Selecting a story and narrowing to your topic
problems or questions or comments:

2 Writing a thesis statement and roughing out au outline
You may change your thesis and outline after your research.)
problems or questions or comments:

1. Searching tor criticism

(total

A. TwenacLcentutyStiortSlory Lxplication
problems or questions or continents:

b. Shutt Story Cr Wei sin (contaills reprinted critical essays)
problems or questions or comments:
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C. Other sources (List all thut you checked.)
(See the reference bibliography handout and the
library's computerized card catalog for other sources.)
problems or questions or comments:

4. Locating your sources in the library
problems or questions or comments:

5. Evaluating sources/gathering information
(i. e.. reading, note-taking)

A. Articles
problems or questions or comments:

B. Books
problems or questions or comments:

6. Completing the outline or re-organizing your paper
(Note: Your thesis may need to he changed here.)
problems or questions or comments:

7. Writing a draft of your paper
problems or questions or comilICIliti:

8. Rewriting/revising your dealt
(Note: This step is crucial. Complete revision of several drafts is common.)
problems or questions or ctimments:

9. Preparing and proofreading the final drat I
problems or questions or comments:

10. Preparing the Works Cited
problems or questions or comments:
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Part 11: Answer each question with an organized, thoughtful response.
I. What is good about your essay? Name at least three things.
2. What went well in the process? What was the easiest part to do?
3. What are the weakest aspects of your essay?
4. Which step or steps were the most difficult to do? What help do you need with
this process before doing the nes t essay?

5. What all did you learn in doing this assignment?
6. What will you do differently on the next assignment?
7. As I read your essay, what specific things should I look for and comment upon
in my notes to you?

thibMottiA IA un A.t.u.thent

oleAAor fq Engh+h and began teat-lung al glee

College In /990.
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CAI's Puomer: SEEING l'itcnil,Ems,
FINDING

soturioNs

Barbara Murphy

BACKGROUND

When the description Malmo Angelo'sclassmout Assessment workshop

crossed my desk, it sounded to me like "old shill." Condminig classmom
assessments had ken a ngtdremcnl When I hod 1311011 slow Irm Del s and Siting

disabled students For litre years in the Nlasm y teaming human; at Natmeth
Academy in Rochester. Also, in my Methods of Teaching Vnglish class at
Nazareth College, simple assessments were demonsti ;lied ns tools tocheuk content

and to manage the classroom. I signed up for something else fin 111111 intoning of

ourJanuary 1992 Professional Days at Finger InkesCommunily College (Vieth
What did this man From Massachusetts have to teach me?
A lot. I discovered as I sat in his workshop on a lost minute whim, Fit st, I was

tooth Angelo mote with ('loss, ( 9assioont A nes own/ frilo.
intoxluced to
nique.t A ihnu/bookii»l'acoliv 119884 This very moon-id publication conloins
thirty techniques. My repertoire had previously consisted of uixnll liter ur live.
Second, in his talk , Angelo insisted Mal these nssessments he impted, and in most

eases, anonymous, a new one on Inc. I liked the Nei of this: choice for tile and
emphasis on conical For studvitts. Mild, Angelo showed how he and f loss hove

caiegorited these techniques Into Academic Skills, Student Self-Assessment. and
Teaching Assessment. I could "lest" to see Vag MI111011'4 hod framed, 1 e011111
employ nit assessment that helps students in Rock Own own le111111141. 01 I could
use

technique as Feedback Nom vittilecom se to my methods, 'I he vmhelyol these

clossilicntions impressed me. Maybe, I didn't know everything. To lop II oll,
wodohop
Angelo clearly nitxlelled Ow list'
with us. I was Inspired. When lilt' (ppm tunny amse ill 11.111 lu II y out some of
these techniques as part of a classioom research paled with six other locally lot
two semesters, I decisively Jumped III.
now completed this project. 1 11111 honImOnn a new lxntkl of growth
simple act of selecting a class lo study (College Study Skills
in my Icitehltig.
Fall '92, College Composition Sluing '9 (I, applying the let longues, logging the
process, and responding lo the resting have !ought inc Invaluable lessons in how
to conduct closstoom research. a goal I had Inn I lot mow 111lite. ilitikever, *11141

)
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441111441 Me most N how the use of these assessments has made me assess myself

tome, loth on u classoclass basis and over the long haul as I plan for the next
winedel. 'I he Dune I "check out" what students have learned , the more I must

nationally evaluate iny content and methods. To illustrate this point, I will
a what' hair 111 144Plefai techniquesthat I used, In the first two,my leachingresixinse

Idler during class or In the class that followed. In the latter two,
I will slnive how the use of the Iwo CATS helped me to Improve my instruction
waY 0111111141111W

in Ow subsequent semester.

CA I

Mo.(

141:.1/2possi.:

I he I Inv Mamie Pam and Memel/ Mattis ale the twoCATs I have used the
quo kly monitor what students have learned.

1114111114"11411111110 111111 ('I echmtpre 27 under leaching Assessment")

Own Iv she In unique A Pew minutes before the end or a class period
1114 .41 alk heylunuip ol a class to review the previous class), the instructor offers
env of kit 11111.11111114 10 w Pilch the students me asked to write a resvmse. The

qui itions tau Hole lot

class powedines. homework assignments. or any
svi du that ilw instructot w ants to evaluate. The cATs we collected and, in the
Hell tits*. Ilw insbuclia appomomely responds.

kit I oil to so r

I hase used variationsolThe(hneMinute Paper
nommis dlllviclt t lassesineu Ow pasieight years. Sometimes the respcmsesreflect
pal molviditintlrig by all students. II so, one can congratulate the students, pal
1444t Lt4 II 141
Ihk L ;old Indolently move on. At oilier times, the responsesshow
1011/111

11411111411441 1H P3111,11111111141e110111111. 1110 lea4:1111% can vary. The instruction may

nr oio d sou 11111t 11141 OW anditta y tor a very visual group, or the content may
11"11/11 in 11w 11101111. at 11 14 hole, may be lacking in effective study skills.

I try

monk t IIti sr In Int. itialt1111 OW I know the class) and then ligure out a way
1411-1114 141114 kik Ii the material again.

hi cialoy 14411, 11111111)1 ihr Seltalti week of classes in College Composition.

I sitinf my Mudd* to Maw Iwo Willis trout the previous class: prewriting (the
pentlii 411111 :41441
ek thing la type of ('ewriting). Students understandably
i4tcn I ',Mow ther similar tom, winch I use n lot. Out of ten respondents, nine
were1Ir'wrmms(hw &Molina ill pins Ming: sls untletslisx1 tree writing. I was not
isoited I
they ur Hy unlit d to hem/see the material again. Therefore,
In the 0,e tl t lea, tallead of using llw formal outline of the Initial presentation, I

Utile!,

t

414st

Immttl IfinluIllratIt MM. I did tail take the lime to model
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each type again, but I asked them to recall the examples I had previously
demonstrated on the board. I did not follow this with another CAT because there
was apparent understanding. The re-teaching took about eight minutes. This may
be a hindrance to some instructors, but I feel it is better to catch problems as close

to the time of the initial instruction as is possible. Students like it too. It bolsters
those who are "with me" and aids those too shy to say they are lost.
One can incorporate this technique into one's plans or spontaneously present
it at the end of a class that did not live up to expectations. It is simple to use and
the feedback is immediate.

The Memory Matrix (Technique 2 under "Academic Skills")

Description of tlw CAT: The matrix is two-dimensional with rows and
columns. Sonic information is provided. Students are asked to fill in the blanks.

My eAperience with l Ilia CAT' The Memory Matrix is a technique I began
using in both College Study Skills and College Composition. I like it because the
students are not only given clues, but are forced to look at given material in a
different format. which can only help to nudge the material into kingletin memory.

In Fall 1992, I lectured and gave notes on the four levels of learning to both
sections of College Study Skills. Students often find it difficult to remember the
levels in sequential order (proprioceptive, preceptive. perceptive, and conceptual). The notes had included the proper order with examples and key terms. In
the very next class. I handed out a typed matrix with the headings:

Name of the Level
(Filled in. but out
of order)

Key Words

The Level
(1-4)

Examples

Students were asked to work alone or with a partner and fill in the matrix from

memory. Some dug right in, others whined, but all eventually tried. For my
teaching response, I asked them to put aside their filled-in matrix io he handed in

later for my records. I then handed than another blank matrix and placed a blank
matrix on the overhead. Together we filled in the correct answers. In one of the
classes, a glorious discussion arose with many more pointed questions than in the

original lecture. Students clearly understood the lour levels at the end of the
demonstration which at the same time taught them a useful study guide to apply
to other classes.

On the test of the four levels (which also included material on memory) in the
class from my study, one student received 11 60%; two received 75%, The rest of
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the grades were in the 80's and 90's with one student scoring a perfect 105 (bonus

was worth 5). I was very pleased with these results and believe the matrix
contributed.

CATs WIRXSE CHANGES OCCURRED IN THE NEXT SIMMER
Process Self-Analysis (Technique 21 under "Student Self-Assessment")
Description of the technique: This is one of four in the Cross and Angelo book

that invites students to assess their own learning. In Process Self-Analysis,
students are asked to keep track of the steps they take in carrying out the
requirements of an assignment.
My experience with this CAT: The assignment here, from College Study Skills

in Fall 1992. was to create a three to six minute oral presentation for the class on
any aspect of the five-page MLA documented research paper they had just finished

writing. To prepare them for the assignment 1 had lectured (with notes and the
opportunity for discussion) on the basics: audience analysis, organization. presen-

tation, and self- evaluation.

I emphasited the two aspects I most valued:

organization and keeping within the time constraint. I then demonstrated a speech

and opened the floor to discussion.

In the two previous semesters when I had first begun to require an oral
presentation. I had repeated over and over that I was not expecting grand oratory:

I wanted to see a clear focus that was supported within the time limit. Bowever,
at least half of the time, students were producing speeches that met neither criteria.

I concluded that they needed to prepare more. Thus (in all my wisdom), I added
yet another dimension to this end-of-the-semester assignment: the Process Analy-

sis Sheet. It was to he handed in with their speech notes/outlines.
Interestingly. only one person out of twelve handed in the analysis, and the
person who did fill it out was a non-traditional student whose final average in the
course was an A. In addition, a num her of the speeches were still hard to follow.
I finally came to my senses. The students needed more guidance on how to
build a speech. Asking them to analyze their steps for a task that I did not really
show them how to do was too much. So they reminded as all of us would. They

did not do It.
Therefore, in Spring 1993, instead of asking them to log what they did to
prepare. I created a sheet to help them to work through the process. It was divided

Into Introduction, Bdy. and Conclusion, and was set up so they could read an
explanation of each section, followed by a specific example and a space where they

could Insert their own content. Students were engrossed as they worked on this in
27
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class. I circulated and was able to give feedback to all.

Before they left,

I

mentioned again that they could use this format as a model for their speeches or
they could create their own.

I was very happy with the resulting speeches. Although two were too short,
I could "hear" a plan in their speeches. A number of them used the model as a
guide. I will definitely use this process sheet again and evaluate the results.
This time using a CAT showed me that I was asking students to do something
I had not prepared them to do. I am amazed now that I could not see that before.
but at least I now recognize it and have brought in necessary changes.

Exam Evaluations (Technique 29 under "Teaching Assessment")

I modified this CAT. Instead of asking students to analyze an exam, they
evaluated the five-week unit on the research paper. I distributed Otis in Fall 1992
and again in Spring 1993 (having made students' suggested changes).
Description of the CAT: Students are asked specific questions about an exam
(or a unit in my case) in terms of its fairness, appropriateness, and usefulness to
their overall learning experience.

esperience with this CAT. I created a questionnaire in Fall 1992 that
covered all aspects of the research paper assignment. I was particularly interested
in four areas but did not tell students what those areas were. The students handed
in the completed questionnaires to the secretary. who held onto them until F handed

in final grades.

The Fall 1992 Mill:16M both surprised me and confirmed some of my
suspicions. The good news was that the majority of the students found the MLA

book useful (I had been having my doubts about it) along with the required
prosy eclus(which I had used for the first time). The bad news was that a lot of the

preliminary work I was bringing in on reading for main idea/supports was not
viewed as very helpful. In addition. a specific reading in which I asked them to
apply MIA documentation got a thumbs down.
Thus, in Spring 19931 stuck with the required MLA book and the prospectus.
and these again received favorable responses. I made changes in my presentation

of main idea/supports, but in the Spring questionnaire I asked the questions about

this too differently from the Pall to he able to compare them. This was a big
disappointment. All I call say is I learned another lesson in conducting classroom
research. 'the response to the reading I used for MLA application was overwhelm-

ingl y positive, a big change from Pall 1992.
I can only conclude that this type of evaluation is most use rid. In ram the Full
1992 responses encouraged me to create a course evaluation for College Compo-

rt i)
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salon in Spring 1993 which was very enlightening. I will continue to employ these

kinds of evaluations as I see fit.

LESSONS LEARNED FRoNt
After two semesters incorporating CATE. into my instruction, I have not yet
become the perfect instructor, and each student did not obtain 100 on every test,

but I do think I am a hit more open and honest than 1 was before I "stole" into
Angelo's workshop at the last minute. Instead of wondering and guessing how
things are going, I can obtain documented responses and look for patterns over
subsequent semesters. Maybe t have actually found a way to slay young and eager

in this profession.
For what it is worth, here are some final reflections on CATs. Perhaps they
will encourage the reader to give one or two of these a try or help along the way
as in the use of classroom assessments.

CATs are not sensitive to my feelings. It has to be faced: sonic of the
students' responses can jab at the ego. Do! realty want to hear what students have

to say? Will I believe it when they tell me they understood everything perfectly?

(Of course.) Will I trust their integrity when they tell me they lost me halfway
through today's lecture? (A little harder to take.) In giving a voice to otherwise
silent students, CATS can help me to become more sensitive to my students' needs.

2. CATs can only measure what I design them to measure. A CAT that asks
a student to define a topic sentence in no way insures that the student can write a
topic sentence.
3. CATs are crazy about cognition. The consistent use of these has forced me

to think through the steps one must take to learn whatever I am teaching. This, for

me, is no easy task, especially when 1 know the material very well. In addition,
most students need me not only to show them the steps and the stairs, but to guide

them up a flight. Some will definitely stumble. but if I keep an eye out by assessing

and re-teaching. I will he able to catch them before they fall.
4. Student feedback is tun always the word of Clod. Certainly the responses
of students are valuable, at the very core of (.'ATs, but they need to be examined

carefully. I am think Mg of a College Composition student who filled out my
anonymous course evaillation (I recogniied his handwriting). Quesi ion 9 and his
tesponses

IL
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9. You were required to go to the computer lab and work in Professional Write
three times during the semester. What did you learn?

Answer: Yes. Flow to us(e) the computer.
Should this computer component continue to be required in College
Composition?

Answer: No.
I am a happy witness to the validity of his first answer. An older student who
had quit high school and later canted a OM he had no experience with computers
when he started the class. While in the computer lab, I saw him express extreme
frustration. Around mid-term, I look him into the Academic Support Center where
he received one-on-one help using the computer. Ely the time the last module rolled
around, he was the only student to write a second draft on disk and revise it on disk.
Thus, to me. his second answer does not make sense. My expectation was that if
someone learned a lot, he would see the value of the requirement. Not true.! guess!

He is certainly entitled to his opinion, but I am not about to omit this mandatory
component when this degree of learning in context occurred. I needed to keep that
perspective when evaluating this particular response.
5. CAT comparisons need to be made. Classes.of course, differ from semester
to semester, from one hour to the next. What worked one semester with one group

may fizzle with the next. Only over time can I truly form justifiableopinions about
specific approaches and strategies.

6, Trust :hose instincts that nag, Those little voices that murmur: "I'm not
sure if this is the best way to present this," arc sometimes snuffed out by my lack
of real information (a classroom assessment) and alternative techniques. What I
forget sometimes is that if I will just ask (I ant improving on this!!) and if students

then verify that something is not working, answers to "How else?" will start to
arise, Solutions come when I open myself up to the need for them.

hatbara Afiltphy ix an Instructor Of DitelDp101111, Snit /leas Wad began teaching
at ELCC in 1990.
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THE PROSPECTUS
Martin C. Dodge

INTRODUCTION

Twenty one years of instructional energy expended has not generated twenty
one years of measured successes. Often, I wonder how well ant I doing; tree often

these reflective thoughts are buried by the very real and immediate demands of
has been
the ordinary teaching day. Serving as Conservation Instructor al
nevertheless a wonderful experience. There exists all Incredible variety or student
talents and personalities. Often I wonder how I can Justify allowing some of these
students to carry away passing grades from my courses: do I delude them into

thinking that they have succeeded on the "collegiate" level?
Some of these students might become recipients of graduate degrees; others
will become discouraged and quit early in their careers as students. Fortunately.
there is abundant opportunity to get to know a good number of them well enough
to sense the metamorphosis from directionless and unmotivated to skilled and
confident. In guiding students through this process. the freedom to tap teaming
environments ranging from sterile classroom settings to the richness of the Florida
Everglades or the awesome grandeur Alaskan glaciers is cherished indeed. In spite

of the passion that I do have for my job at FLCC. I find myself struggling often
with the very frustrating task of attempting to motivate students to complete my
carefully crafted assignments in a manner which I can honestly say is acceptable.
Enter the assessment effort. A healthy skepticism developed initially as the
College's 'ten Convictions gelled and the Eleven Competencies took on the aura
of standards. The program review mandate forced each of us to shoehorn our
courses into this lattice work in hopes of proving to ourselves and to our evaluators

that we were actually making a difference in the lives of our customers.

I

discovered that my colleagues actually were concerned about improving teaching

and learning. My conscience would not allow me to decline an invitation to
participate in a Classnxnu Assessment Techniques research projeci. During both
Fall of 1992 and Spring of 1993. I met on a regular basis with a group of faculty

charged to experiment with the leaching and learning pi mess. These meetings
provided each of us - all from different departments with an opportunity to share
our successes and failures as teachers In a non-judgmental way. If nothing external
to our sessions ever happened, I would still rate this activity as an unqualified
success.
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Much of the substance of our experiments conic from a handbook for faculty

entitled. Classroom Assessment Techniques: A Handbook fly Faculty (Cross &
Angteo, I 988). As I reviewed this volume during the summer of 1992, one of the
CATs, the "Prospectus" snick! out as particularly applicable to my owr course
designs.
I believe in the value of projects and papers. These are intended to be complex

"problems" for the students. The Principles of Ecology course, required of all
sophomores in txnh the Conservation and Horticulture program, has always
included an independent project of sorts. Currently, the project assigned draws
upon the content presented and skills developed in ninny of the freshman level
Conservation courses, In total - there are two parts - this project carries 40% of the
course grade. In transmitting this assignment to students. I am sure that I have

encountered all of the usual problems. The questions flow. What do you want?
What should I choose as my study area? Which plant or animal should I select?
Where can I find information related to my topic? With few exceptions. students
put of, any concrete action towards completion of the assignment until the last
possible minute. B y then, frost has obliterated evidence of more

had f the plants

and animals they might have observed earlier and it is always too late to get
materials through inter- library loan. -Always problems of organization and scope
crop up in the finished papers.
In an attempt to rectify these conccrns, I implemented the Project Prospectus
during the Fall semester of 1992. Immediately following is the log entry for my

initial implementation of this CAT.
PROJECTPROSPIXTUS
CAT 12 (Cross and Angelo, 19810 Academic Skills
DATE ADMINISTERED: 9-2 I -92

GOALS:
Cause students to focus on the project requirements.
To determine how well students understand the project assignment.

To stimulate students to provide themselves with a detailed timetable for
completion of project tasks.

AGENDA:
Provide students with a prospectus form to be completed within one week. The
prospectus is due three weeks prior to the completion date of the project. Return

the prospectus to students with comments the class following the due date.
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REASONS FOR USING THIS CAT:
The project for the Ecology course has always been a major task for the
students involved. I felt that a prospectus as described would cause students to
address the problem in a timely manner and organize their schedule and resources

to complete the assignment more effectively.

RESULTS OF THE CAT:
The results obtained vindicated the value of the exercise and convinced me
to administer such an assignment to all sections of this course in subsequent
semesters. In another sense, the results were disappointing. I approached the
assignment in good faith and without a pre-assigned point value for its completion
assuming that the students would follow through without such an external club. Of
the 18 students in the section. only eight completed the prospectu s by the requested

date. Of these eight, only four submitted the completed project on time. On the
bright side, the four submitted included the top three grades awarded for the
finished product.

TEACHING RESPONSE TO THE CAT:
Students require external stimulus: voluntary ungraded work is not likely to
be completed. Assigning a point value to the prospectus would assuredly result
in a greater rate of return. Forcing the student to formulate such a plan would. I
feel, result in a more thorough and organized finished product - particularly in light

of the instructor opportunity to offer specific suggestions.

TEACHER SATISFACTION RATING WITH CAT: 9/10
DISCUSSION:
When I first administered this CAT in my classes. I had the sense that I was
onto something that would help students to help themselves. Here was a chance
for them lo become involved in their own learning process. Of course they would
complete these tasks willingly....
On its maiden voyage, the Prospectus suffered from less than 407 return rate.

It was the conscientious - usually older - student that completed the task faithfully
and thanked me for the opportunity. On its second run (Spring 1993), I offered
the Prospectus assignment as optional to four of live sect ions of my Environmental

Chemistry course but ascribed a 25 point value to il tor the I fifth section. Only nine
of more than 70 students in the fouroptional sections actually turned lu acompleted
prospectus. Seventeen of 21 completed the assignment when doing so had a direct

impact on their grade. I might add that this belief in external motivators has been

reconfirmed by tny experimentation with the magnitude of late penalties for

:3J
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projects and papers. With no penally, assigntnents trickle in with no real pattern:
a 10% penalty yields about a 70% on time rale: the 20% penalty (extenuating
circumstances considered) results in nearly a 90% on time rate for assignments.
Perhaps It would be wise to assess stress levels before one gets too carried away

with the use of such academic clubs.
The Prospectus form itself and the specific questions asked must be tailored
to each assignment and refined through actual use. The following form, adapted
from one suggested in Cross and Angelo (1988), represents a revision of those used

in the fall of 1992 for the Ecology project and in the spring of 1993 for the
Environmental Chemistry paper.

Principles of Ecology
CON/B10 202/221

Name:

M. Dodge, Fall 1993

ECOLOGY PROJECT PROSPECTUS
Due date: Friday 9-17-93

1(X) points; late penalty 20 points

The following assignment is intended to help you gel started with your term
project. Please respond to each of the questions/sudemenis in a brief but wellthought-out answer. Your own statements arc to g WC you through the planning
process and can be changed in any reasonable way as you proceed. Ask questions

at any time. Originality and creativity are encouraged.
Title (Part I):

Description of study plot:
Title (Part 11):

(Indicate your choice of organism for the Niche Analysis)
Major questions you hope to answer:
Proposed table of contents:

Resources needed:

he specific here. List all sources ul information in the mthed citation
format. This should include at least two articles found in technical jotunals. Held
guides needed, and the nature of field testing equipment you feel you might use.
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Calendar for plan of action (Part I):
Thorough study of assignment and sample paper

Dates/times for field observations:

Writing/word processing stage
Projected completion date

Calendar for plan of action (Part II):
Library research

Writing/word processing stage
Academic Support Center meeting
Projected completion date:
What are your feelings about having done this prospectus'?
What are your biggest concerns and/or quest ions regarding completion of the total
assignment?

The prospectus has since become a permanent part of my methodology.
Daring the fall of 1993,1 required all of my ecology students to complete a project
prospectus and asked them to evaluate its effectiveness. In answer to the question,

!low successful was the project prospectus in motivating you to organi/e an attack

plan on your term project?, the following response distribution resulted:

Total Failure

0 12
I

4

I

4

5

17 31

lb

3

Total Success

Written comments confirmed the positive numerical evaluation. I must say
that any belief In the value of the total project was reconfirmed by a response On
the same survey In mem er to the following question:
I low el fective was the term project as an educational experience?

Total Pullin('

0
0

I

5

2
I

7

24 34.y
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Administering and evaluating the prospectus is a time consuming task. Far
worse is the time commitment for the evaluation of the papers themselves. There
is joy in finding excellence in student work though and if the prospectus allows
students a closer approach to excellence then the effort is vindicated. The
argument for small class size and reasonable total teaching loads is strengthened
by the desire toexperiment with teaching techniques. These take time; quality and
the effectiveness of m y own leaching of forts and
excellence take time. I do be
administration of additional CATs as pan of the overall assessment project was
much reduced in proportion to the number of students, sections and preparations

that define my total teaching load.

CwatustoN
The completion of a prospectus forces students to make early initial steps on
the project/paper. The planning/time management activity causes them to think

through the steps needed to carry out the assignment. Requiring the inclusion of
citations for project references often forces students to discard topics about which
little has been written. The opportunity for instructor feed hack on initial plans
averts many organizational and lack of fox; us disasters and can serve to put students

better on track. My own evaluation affirms that student response to the prospectus

has been very positive and that the overall quality of the projects and papers has

improved.

Alm iv inning, a recipient of the Chancellor' Award Jot turnout in Teaching,
le began
is a Pt nfesAffr Of FlIvirmanental CanAervation.-Outdoor Untrusting
teaching al Finger takes Community College in /971.
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How CATS CHANGED MY TEACHING STYLE
Kuthiten DelCour

BACKGROUND

Education is going through a considerable revolution. Much of the literature
which is being written today is concerned with teaching the student in the manor
in which they learn best. This seems to dispel the standard lecture method of
today's college professor as the primary means of conveying information, Many
new techniques are popping up. supported by gotxt sound research, which seem to
indicate that the teacher should adapt his or her instruction methods to the learning

styles of students for their success in the given course work.
C.ATs. or more formall y Classnxml Assessment Techniques (Cross& Angelo,
(988). arc representative of this new thrust: these concepts have been practiced to
for the past year. This writer has used a
some extent in the classrooms of
variety of these techniques. This article is my Journal which reflects the research
which was conducted during the 1992.93 academic year and the startling way It
has changed my leaching style.

As I began my teaching career, I tried to emulate what I fell were the best
teaching characteristics of each of ivy former professors. It proved to be a wise
choice and I was very successful. Of course, these measures were the standard
lecture, questions and discussion. 'those students who function well in this type
of atmosphere did very well: those who had problems with it, fell by the wayside.
I never really questioned those numbers because, as the old statement goes, "Look

around you. fly the end of the semester, 50'4- of you will be goat Irum this class.
Will you he a survivor ?'' I believe it was called 'the Pear of OA" based on the
registrar's statistics. That is just how things were done: It was tradition.
The longer I taught, I began to question why It had to be that 5O'4 of my class

would fail. Truly. I felt that all my students could pass IP (I) they studied, (2)
learning was fun, and (3) I made them feel that they had accomplished something
special. So I broke from tradition by beginning the semester by poi saying anything
about failing and by instilling a firm belief that we would be having fon lent Mug

t.w class
c. ass changed. II even took me by
new skills. The whole aim osphere t I the
surprise. There was a genuine interest in the !whim matter without the slightest
Indication of any sense or failure on anyone's part. Perhaps I had stumbled on
something and while txmdering this aspect, Into illy the walked Thomas Angelo,
Angelo spoke to the Catlin y un one Of our hilleSSiG1110 (lays wIIICh ill wit ys

begin the start of a new semester. He brought forth this concept ill I-t000wn
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they thought should be on the next test. They were so surprised that they did not
know how to respond. I gently nudged them into a positive path by choosing a
specific area and developing a question based on that information. Soon, to my
delight, they were forming their own questions. This was gmxi review and we came
up with a very formidable exam. From their list. I chose the questions which
eventually became the formal test. Whether the overall grades were better or not
would need further research, but I found it interesting that no one had ever asked
the students for such input before.
CONCLUSION

After using CATs for a year. I find that I am more in tune with the needs of
my students. We have fun while consuming volumes of economic information.
When I enter the classroom. I am perfectly relaxed; I can change my direction at
the drop of a hat: I can test any topic I feel they are not sure of within a matter of
a minute or two: and, as I have said, we have even constructed an exam together.
As an instructor, do not be afraid to be different. Take a chance and try new things;

make learning fun. If you do, you will open new doors which you never knew
existed. It is a great path to tread on, for you. and for your students.

4,,
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APPENDIX

INSTRUCTION FOR COMPIRTING INVEWED D IALOGLE:

Create a conversation between Adam Smith and Karl Marx or
Create a conversation between Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes or
Create a conversation between John Maynard Keynes and Karl Marx.

CHOOSE talL OF THE ABOVE ALTERNATIVES

Using the knowledge

which you have gained while studying the Great Economists, develop a dialogue
which will demonstrate your understanding of the selected Economists' theories.

Your example should demonstrate:

Creativity
Knowledge of the specific Ecom»nisl chosen.
Communication Skills How clearly and precisely you can convey your
ideas. This takes practice and skill, so don't get flustered.

TOPIC::
President Clinton's proposed I lealth Care Reform will, hopefully, provide health

care for all Americans so no one can he denied proper medical attention. How
would these Economists feel about the Government becoming involved in this
market: directing, controll ing. and regulating the availability of doctors' services
and fees.
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SAMPLE OF EXERCISE IN COMPREHENSION OF ECONOMIC THEORISTS

INVENTED DIALOG
Adam Smith:

How you doing, Karl?

Karl Marx:

I'm fit to he tied. Smith. How can they do this to me?

AS.:

Now Karl. you knew it would happen sooner or later.
Look A.S., it was you and your Capitalists friends who were supposed
to fail, not me. You're always causing trouble. You gain at the expense
of others and it is wrong. Everyone should share the wealth.

AS.:

Well, they did it your way for a long time but it seems like they are pretty
unhappy. I know I'd hate to stand in lines for hours to get my vodka.

K.M.:

Get off my hack. Smith. You have thousands of people who would stand
in lines but can't because they haven't any funds to buy with. At least
my people can buy: we all shared basically equally in the income
generated from GNP. But now...we'll become just like you...we'll have
your problems.

AS.:

That's your problem. No chance to. or desire to, improve one's self.
Directed....that's what your people were. No individual satisfaction.

K.M.:

But they all shared. No one got rich front the sweat of his peers ..
like you Capitalists.

A.S.:

Look. Karl, they will lie better off.

K.M.:

Really...prices are sky high: people have to do without; there is waste;
food literally is left in the fields to spoil and rot. It is being done solely
to keep prices up. Shear chaos.

A.S.:

Market will take care of everything. Simple theory or Supply and
lkinand..A live it a chance.

K.M.:

Never...Never. They will be back. They will be hack. They will
discover your ways are Wrong. They will beg me to redirect them.
The people will rise up and lx strong.

A.S.:

He real, Marx. Your time has expired. No one will seek you again...but
they will ohs ay% remember you. Now it is I and mine who will lead them.

K.M.:

I don't know where you get your ideas from A.S., but like your Ninths
General, I shall retum...I have to.

Kathleen Deleont is an Asswant Professor of Business Administration. She
began tearhoo? at FLC'C ut 1981.
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CATs IN COOPERATIVE PHYSICS
Sam Sumwou

An age old assumption in physics teaching has been that very few students in

the class will learn the subject very well and so the instructors usually address
themselves to the elite group in the class in perpetuation of high standards of the
profession. Teaching at a community college does not allow for such arrogance
on the part of the instructor. Here, we must teach all students to succeed, not just
challenge the best in the class.
As a new instructor at PLCC and a participant in the 1992-93 assessment
project, I welcomed the opportunity to learn about classroom assessment techniques (CATs) (Cross & Angelo, 198}1), the experiences of other teachers to
augment my ideas and investigate creativity to enhance learning on part of the
students. One of the most pleasurable parts of this activity was the sharing of ideas

and experiences across the disciplines with other faculty members and gaining an
appreciation of the institutional initiative through the CATs project. Having

studied and/or worked at five research oriented universities. I believe that the
community colleges are at the cutting edge of innovations in many pedagogical
techniques.

This article presents my involvement with several CNN during 1992-93
academic year in Physics I I8 and 119. Described are my experiences (and the
problems) with pairing, squares and groups. the use of a paper and oral presenta-

tions in the class, an overview of my reactions to ('Al's designed by Cross and
Angelo (1988) which I tried and assessment of CATs to revamp my hatching and
learning in the physics classroom.
PAIRS, SQUARES AND G WATS

In order to provide personal context for cooperative learning lot Pt P i

1

1 8 lu

the Fall 1992, I conned pairs of students in the beginning of the semester. A
diagnostic questionnaire including some questions about past physics and math-

ematics course work in high school and college was used lot pairing a "strong"

student with a "weak". Half way through the sentestet, and alto two tests. a
"weaker" pair was combined with a "swing& pail to loon equitable "tamales."
not Wild: MI well lot Nevoid wasous.
.a. palling
In Ills Fall 1992, the
1

The pairing based on 1101101 nsscssmenl Was 1101 always well 113110Wed; prior

background proved not always In lie a good indicalin ul subsequen1 Kuhn mance

lu communiiy college mutton body. Also, II one ul the minuets was absent,
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cooperative learning did not take place during the scheduled meetings outside the

class. Some students dropped the course, compromising the pair structure even
though the remaining students were provided with new partners. In addition, about
25% of the course grade was based on pair work. In some cases, only one partner

put in a lot of work and the other received the "benefits." Finally, "squaring",
pairing the pairs. at atom 7th week did not work too well because e Wier initial pairs

had jelled or new alliances had alienated some old pair members from each other.

Thus my theoretical idea of progressing from individuals -> pairs -> squares

-> class did not work well because large fluctuations in the pair performance
inhibited pair bonding in many cases and that inadequacy undermined subsequent

pairing of pairs, that is squaring.
In PUY 1 i9 class of Spring 1993. the next class in the sequence of non calculus physics. instead of forming pairs. I decided to form groups of four to five
students. right at the beginning of the semester to max im lie cohesiveness. Of the
28 students, 22 were in the previous course. In the first lab meeting. with about
14 students. I asked that groups be formed with the provision that the students from
the Fall class spread out and that in each group the class/work schedules were such

that the group could meet outside the class for at least two hours. I asked the
students to keep logs of their meetings. In contrast to the previous semester, they
were not assigned a pair or given a group assignment or test. They wereencouraged

to study together: however. each person was ultimately accountable for her own
learning through individual tests. At-risk students were clearly identified by the

first test and immediate Amnion was given to these students to implement
appropriate remedial steps in the loon of regular one On one office meetings and
help from other resources on campus.

In retrospect. compared to pairs of Fall 1992. the groups ol Spring 1993
worked a lot bowl. Most people in a given group were able to gel together: an
unplanned absence of an individual did not disrupt the routine. Explicit responsibility for optimal functioning was &cello:di/ed. for the better. I iach person was
embedded in a tight matrix of diverse personalities and styles.

AssEssisti Gnot.ps
During the last week ol the Spring semester, a Croup Stu vey of the class was

done to assess the utility of group learning from the perspective Mille students and

to help review teaching and learning, the results of this survey indicated:
I. Average number; of hums spent on this course outside the class and in group
meetings were 5.25 and 2.31, respectively. Average length of time spent during
weekly meeting lot assessing the quality of classroom teaching was 5 minutes.
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2. Student list of problems encountered in learning the course: sometimes the
transition between topics unclear, lectures too fast, lest problems different from
homework problems. lots of equations, too many variables, people in group not
showing up for meetings, personal problems, disagreements when working in
groups.

3. Practical suggestions from students to tackle the above problems: study hard

and ask a lot of questions, take more time to do problems, cut hack on work
schedule if necessary to improve studies, get different views perhaps from other
txxiks, realize that there are more than one way of solving problems.
4. Practical suggestions for the instrumm- to help the classwith the above: do more

problem solving in the class, we are visual learners so give us more visual
examples. talk slower, give more detailed notes.
5. List things which are especially helpful to the students in the course: giving notes

that the instructor has written out, taking pressure out of taking tests through nmck
tests, willingness to repeat things over again until "we get it". c (eel lent day to day
humorous examples. het p students with problems, having students do problems on

Imard in groups.

6. List advantages and drawbacks of working in Romps:
Advantages: saves time, everyone helps one another to learn mote. comfortable
to ask questions, learn to work like a team, reinforce concepts from lecture, mole
understanding of how other people think. (Out of 25 respondents, almal 20 would

recommend that other teachers form groups. The students thought Mid groups
provided other information useful in succeeding at school and would form groups

on their own in future.)
Drawbacks: not every one is always present, someone may he doing all the work,

distraction from one's own concentration.
7. Suggeriiimr fin other groups on him: to get together and m:ork more efficiently:
work on homework Wore meeting with the group, divide work first and then share,
share efficient techniques of studying, schedule limes to meet and make those

meetings, spend time wisely, Lind it quiet place to meet, make sure that no one's

problem go unattended.
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A Ptivsics PAPER
In order to change student altitude's towards quantitative methods in science,
and enable students to realize that they could do creative work with these tools,
students were required to write a paper and do a presentation to the class, during
both semesters. At mid-semester, the students were asked to pick a topic of interest
and relate it to physics in quant itative terms for the paper and presentation. In some

cases, I took students to the library to help them choose the subject matter and
introduce them to methods of assessing information.
Students were asked to submit a one page abstract of the proposed topic with

five references so that I could verify that they were able to address a suitable
subject/ synthesis. and that they had access to appropriate resources. No grade was

given for the abstract, but it had to be reviewed by me so that I could suggest
changes, ideas and sources before a student could start intensive work on the paper.

About three weeks later, the first draft of the paper was due. It was to he five

pages minimum in addition to diagrams and an updated list of references. I
returned the first draft with comments. corrections and suggestions for major or
minor changes. The final draft was due two weeks later.
During the last two weeks of the semester, during lab period. individual
students used some combination of transparencies, home-made or professional
video, slides and computer programs to do their presentation. The presentations
lasted about 15 minutes followed by a short period of open discussion. Listeners
filled out a Presentation Evaluation Form (an exercise in peer assessment that I
designed) during the presentation, encouraging them to pay close attention to the
speaker. Although each student was responsible for his own paper/presentation,

some did interrelated presentations. For example. "Ultrasound principles and
industrial applications" by one student was complemented by "Medical use of
ultrasound: Fetal imaging" by another student. Other cluster presentations include

the theme of virtual reality. fiberopt a: network/information highway. holography,
water management. welding, active and passive solar energy. Thus, individual
accountability for the paper forced students to accomplish more in their respective
groups and encouraged the students to see the connection between their topics. I n

the sharing or insights in their respective work, class spirit was evident.

AN OVERVIEW AND REAMIONS TO ADMIT/NAL PoYsIts CATS
Additional CATs which were attempted in the Physics classes included:
.

Muddiest Point VAT was used only once in Fall 1992 and twice In Spring 1993.

I recommend this ('Al to be used at least live times during a semester.
(.1
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2. Mini Evaluation CAI vas used once every semester; it could be used twice or
thrice.
3. Mini gradeless quizzes were done impromptu, much more extensively in PH?
119. The methods of problem solving were emphasized. Typically, I explained a
new concept or procedure and then asked students in the class to take a blank sheet

of paper (name optional) and solve a problem, sometimes shown diagrammatically

on the board. In most cases, I collected responses after about 7 to 10 minutes,
usually giving general feedback on the spot. Sometimes one or two students were
asked to show their work on the hoard. Students were sensitized to the immediate
goal of learning (oftentimes eliciting critical thinking on their part). I found that
the CAT forced students to be more attentive and take active part in learning.
also realized I had to he clear in my expectations of student learning.

1

CONCLUSIONS

Using CATs for an academe year. led me to the following conclusions:
I. Early and rapid feedback (Tom the whole class received through CATs allowed
changes on my part and students' to improve retention (approximately from KO%

to 95%).
2. Almost every student gains roan cooperative learning. As an instructor, CATs
enabled continual positive feedback or constructive criticism From groups.
3. Students shared resources: however, making each person responsible for his

own grade preserved the power of sell-initiative.

4. The CATs, when not extensive, do not necessarily provide motivation for
students. We must provide contextual underpinning for the subject matter taught

(mini quizzes. paper/presentation) and the interpersonal bonding in the group.

tyPhysie.s and began leaching in
Sam Saniatna is an All Wain
Finger Lakes Community College in /99/.
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